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1 Introduction
Since corpus-based natural language processing has to deal
with large corpora, efﬁcient searching of the large corpora
is inevitably necessary. For example, one might want to
examine how a word or a phrase is used in the large cor-
pora or to collect frequencies of all terms in the large cor-
pora. Our system Sary solves these problems by provid-
ing fast full-text search facilities for a single large text on
the order of 100 MB using a data structure called sufﬁx ar-
ray[2]. Sary provides not only useful tools for searching
large corpora, but also provides well-implemented libraries
as reusable components.
2 System Overview
Our system Sary consists of three parts: mksary command,
sary command, and libraries. One can construct the sufﬁx
array for a certain text ﬁle with mksary command and can
search the text ﬁle with the constructed sufﬁx array with
sary command. sary provides facilities similar to grep
command including case insensitive searches. Sary has the
following characteristics:
￿ Fast Since searching of the text ﬁle with the sufﬁx
array is performed in a binary fashion, searching time
grows logarithmically to the length of the text. Thus,
fast full-text searching can be achieved for large text
ﬁles. Additionally, Saryis written in C for maximizing
the performance. Performance evaluation is discussed
in Section 4.
￿ Reusable Not only does Sary provides C library, but
also libraries for higher level programming languages
Perl1 and Ruby2. One can use the libraries for devel-
oping his/her own software. Sary supports UTF-8 en-
coding for handling various languages.
￿ Free Sary is a free software under the terms of GNU
Lesser General Public License3 so that everyone can
1http://www.perl.com/
2http://www.ruby-lang.org/
3http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html
use, copy, distribute, and/or modify it.
Another sufﬁx array library SUFARY[3] has been avail-
ablesince1997. Thedifference betweenSaryandSUFARY
is the design philosophy. Sary is written in C but in object-
oriented fashion. Sary aims for maintainability, extensibil-
ity, robustness, and reusability. In fact, the library of Sary
does not use global or static variables at all except the ver-
sion number for making all functions reentrant so that the
library can be used in multi-threaded programming.
3 Sufﬁx Array
A sufﬁx array is a data structure designed for efﬁcient
searching of a large text. The data structure consists of an
array containing the indices to the text sufﬁxes sorted in
lexicographical order. Each sufﬁx is a string starting at a
certain position in the text and ending at the end of the text.
Searching the text can be performed by binary search us-
ing the sufﬁx array because the sufﬁxes can be seen as the
sorted sufﬁxes in the lexicographical order.
Suppose that we have a sample text “abracadabra” and
wish to construct an sufﬁx array for the text. First, we as-
sign index points to the sample text. Index points specify
positions where search can be performed. In our example,
index points are assigned to every character. It is possible
to assign index points every word or every line.
Text abracadabr a
Index 01234567891 0
Second, we should sort the index points according to
their corresponding sufﬁxes. Sufﬁxes are sorted in lexico-
graphical order and index points are reordered according to
their corresponding sufﬁxes. The following ﬁgure shows
the result of sorting.Index Sorted Sufﬁx
10 a
7 abra
0 abracadabra
3 acadabra
5 adabra
8 bra
1 bracadabra
4 cadabra
6 dabra
9 ra
2 racadabra
Finally, theresultingindex points becomethesufﬁx array
for the sample text. One can search the sample text with the
sufﬁx array in a binary fashion.
4 Performance
Construction Time
We conduct an experiment for constructing a sufﬁx array
for a 80 MB text ﬁle which consists of Japanese newspa-
per articles with index points of every characters. The ex-
periment is performed with a machine equipped with Al-
pha 21164A 466 MHz
￿ 2 processors and 2 GB memory.
Sary takes advantage of the multi processors by perform-
ing sufﬁx array construction in parallel with multi-threaded
programming. The result shows that the sufﬁx array is
constructed in 411 seconds while 562 seconds is needed
when no multi-threaded programming is employed. Note
that Sary employs multikey quicksort[1] as the sorting algo-
rithm.
Searching Time
Searching performance is hard to measure accurately be-
cause modern operating systems have disk caches. We con-
duct an experiment searching the 80 MB text for a keyword
with the same machine. 2 GB memory allows loading the
entire ﬁle in the disk cashes so that disk accesses never oc-
cur. The result shows that sary takes only 0.04 second for
searching the 80 MB text while grep command takes 4.4
second on the average.
5 Applications
Sary can be applied for various natural language process-
ing systems which search large corpora such as information
retrieval system and question answering system. One typi-
cal application of the Sary is a tool for KWIC (KeyWord In
Context). The following ﬁgure depicts our KWIC system
integrated to Emacs text editor4 using Sary.
4http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs.html
With the KWIC system, a user can ﬁnd sample sentences
from a large amount of papers written in English. The fol-
lowing ﬁgure depicts our system which consult the corpus
for counting frequencies of phrases with Sary. Our another
application employs Sary for a dictionary lookup module
for a morphological analyzer.
6 Future Work
There are many scopes of improvements. First, we plan to
develop Windows version of Sary because the current im-
plementationcanworkonlyUnix-likesystems. Second, ap-
proximate string searching and proximity searching should
be implemented for improving search facilities. Finally, 64
bitsufﬁx arrays shouldbe supportedfor handling larger text
ﬁles on the order of GB or TB.
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